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About This Game

The background of the game is in a town with 2,000 inhabitants

Content of the game is to run a sex toys shop,

[Store layout, hiring staff, developing a variety of fun merchandise to meet the needs of customers]

(But in fact this is not the focus of the game ...)

------------------------------------------------------------
you must:

1) Use all means to "satisfy" every customer!
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2) "Educate" every clerk!

3) Beat your competitors! Before he defeats you...

(Every inhabitant of the city has a different personality, occupation and hobbies)

------------------------------------------------------------
Finally, remember three things:

1) In addition to sex, keep the physical power to take care of the store

2) always carry self-defense weapons

3) Always use the fastest speed to drive away the underage customers!

[thank you for playing my game]
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Mad Max Tower Defense edition. Very well-made vr fps- great graphics, great locomotion options, great imaginative maps.
Low player count presently, but there are AI bots to fill the void. Really quite polished.. 2 short buy I guess for the price it's ok..
Very good. for Work 3D animation with few click, but not recommend for advance devoloper. it's just for normal people. Not
looking human but like a different half animal every day took all to ruin this one. I want my money back!. Good.

Edit: Since 5% people found this interesting i will write my full review

  ' This game is good ' - IGN. Game plays mind games like it's no ones business you think you beat the stage but then you fall off
screen and die and gotta kill the boss again good shít but scary sksletons jsut send chills down your spine

9.666/10. Amazing game, amazing ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ. Love the trippy ending and everything else 11/10 Robodoge.. I was done with
it before I knew it.
It starts out pretty fun, a throwback to Doom, but now with puzzles, dialogue, and other characters.
Unfortunately the gameplay never graduates, and sometimes even devolves from the original content.
There was a lot more to read than there was to play. Some of what I read held merit, a lot of it was unrelatable. Some of what I
played was fun, but like I said before it doesn't graduate.
This game has three difficulty settings, but it really only needs one.
And finally, at the end there's some sort of personality diagnosis thing? Although it is a very innovative idea, it was incredibly
wrong about me. The choices I made in the game were whatever I felt would get more dialogue out of the characters, not how I
really feel. In this way, it's a self-defeating feature of the game.

All in all, it was very well made, and I really liked the music. I wish there was a lot more to it, and I wish there was a lot more
interesting combat.
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This game puts me in a good mood. The art is wonderfully cute, the music is chipper and the story itself has a fun feeling to it.

New Game + is very cool too - the new scenes add more to the characters and keep it entertaining. I like how the dialog is also
different enough to stay interesting.

Well priced, fun little game :). Retro Vision is a very intriguing game with great visuals. Great music. Great futuristic stylings.
The whole shabang. Its fun, while slightly buggy. I'd reccomend this to people who are after a fun simple game they can play to
relax. if you like retro music and the 80's pick this game up. two thumbs up. I hope I don't wake up tomorrow.. The game has its
share of imperfections. What's particularly annoying is how it sometimes hides keys and passages in plain sight. Some gameplay
elements are a bit tired. Cutscenes look bad - somehow worse than the game itself. But the art direction, atmosphere and story
are pretty good and distinctive. It doesn't feel like yet another generic horror game.. Good story, interesting alternate history,
and less dating than one might expect from the description. About three hours playtime for the Astrid route.. This isn’t what I
expected. The game play is ok... and the graphics are not as good as I’d have expected. I do enjoy bowling and was looking
forward to it. The teleport system isn’t the best and I don’t think the gameplay is accurate. If it was cheaper I’d say yep def buy it
but for the price as it stands I don’t think it’s a must have game.
. For the price on sale -40% \u00a32.39 I Think its a good deal, you get 3 Stash Maps which in my case got me the PP-2000 in
the even level 5 and its O :D, I got 200 Gold, Which you can buy anything with, and the most OP Thing I think is the 7 Day
Premium, Got me from level 22 to 35 in a couple of days :) The SKS its self is ok, its not the best gun in the game but for the
price its ok, I wil on recommend this pack if on sale.

A more Detailed video

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZxbWz4E5mNQ. I recommend this game ONLY for gaming history nerds or people with
immense nostalgia for this series or for early adventure games. This game is filled with archaic and just plain bad game design
choices that manage to be an even greater negative than the graphics. Not only are quite a few puzzles nightmares (whether
because they require finding hidden visuals using DOS era graphics or because the logic is painfully ancient in terms of
gaming), but the nonpuzzle elements (like the horribly clunky "avoid the zombie" part) also leave you wondering what the devs
were thinking. The story and voice acting are what most people enjoyed most. The story is alright....but it would be nothing
without Gabriel Knight himself. Gabriel and Tim Curry's hilariously suave performance are really what hold this game up. This
is the number one reason I cannot bring myself to play the second game in this series...the only reason I finished this game is to
hear everything Tim Curry had to say in that magnificent voice. Which is also why I found myself enjoying the third and final
game more; in that game when you click on everything around you, Tim Curry remarks back at you and leaves me laughing
everytime. In THIS game, however, when you click on the environment, the boring Cajun mamma voice chimes back at you. I
am glad I finally played this game, but in the end, for someone not from its era, Gabriel Knight Sins of the Fathers was a bit of a
chore.. I'm not very far into it yet, but it's pretty incredible so far. Kind of reminds me of the Lunar games, a lot of lighthearted
humor, without going too far, still keeping things fun.

The first town's design is one of the best town designs I've seen. I'm off to play more!

Snares of Ruin Dis Pontibus Released!:
Dis Pontibus is released at last! Enjoy!
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